ISCB Regional Student Group-Southeastern USA
Minutes for Wednesday, March 8, 2017

Present: H. Tan (Chair), A. Angelos, J. Brown, S. Carnell, J. Devries, G. Saarunya, L. Hardy, J. Moorman

Announcements

1. This is the first meeting of the ISCB Regional Student Group-USA.

2. Interest was expressed by the University of South Florida St. Petersburg, University of South Carolina, University of Central Florida, Hudson Alpha Institute for Biotechnology, Florida International University, University of Miami, Florida State University, University of South Florida, University of Florida in the formation of an ISCB Regional Student Group-USA.

Old Business

First meeting set for Wednesday, March 8, 2017, 4:00-5:00 PM at the University of Central Florida.

New Business

1. Introductions

2. Discussion on the formation of ISCB Regional Student Group-Southeastern USA.
   (a) Setting up a homepage for the organization with monthly updates, meeting minutes, and other useful information.
   (b) Writing mission statement that mirrors ISCB.
   (c) Establishing a member list through Google or Yahoo.
   (d) Planning workshops, sharing of class materials, and announcement meetings and other information.
   (e) Hold monthly meetings.
   (f) Need election for president, vice-president, secretary and treasurer.

Next Meeting: Thursday, April 13, 4:00-5:00 PM